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	Customer Relationship Management is a holistic strategic approach to managing customer relationships to increase shareholder value, and this major Handbook of CRM gives complete coverage of the key concepts in this vital field.

	It is about achieving a total understanding of the concepts that underlie successful CRM rather than the plethora of systems that can be used to implement it.

	

	Based on recent knowledge, it is underpinned by:

	

	* Clear and comprehensive explanations of the key concepts in the field

	* Vignettes and full cases from major businesses internationally

	* Definitive references and notes to further sources of information on every aspect of CRM

	* Templates and audit advice for assessing your own CRM needs and targets

	

	The most lucid, comprehensive and important overview of the subject and an invaluable tool in enabling the connection of the major principles to the real world of business.
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Purpose in Life: A Critical Component of Optimal Youth DevelopmentSpringer, 2013

	This volume integrates and makes sense of the growing body of theoretical and empirical research conducted on purpose across the lifespan.  It opens with a comprehensive yet detailed discussion of the definitions of purpose most commonly used in studies on the topic.  In addition to defining the construct, the author also discusses...
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Common LISP. The Language. Second EditionDigital Press, 1990

	The defacto standard - a must-have for all LISP programmers.

	

	In this greatly expanded edition of the defacto standard, you'll learn about the nearly 200 changes already made since original publication - and find out about gray areas likely to be revised later. Written by the Vice- Chairman of X3J13 (the ANSI
...
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Burp Suite Cookbook: Practical recipes to help you master web penetration testing with Burp SuitePackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Get hands-on experience of using Burp Suite to execute attacks and perform web assessments

	
		Key Features

		
			Use tools in Burp Suite to meet your web infrastructure security demands
	
			Configure Burp to fine-tune the suite of tools specific to the target
	
			Use Burp...
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Microsoft SharePoint: Building Office 2003 Solutions, Second EditionApress, 2006
Almost five years ago, when I completed my sixth book, Scot Hillier’s COM+ Programming with Visual Basic (SAMS, 2000), I thought I was done with technical writing. Since then, I have seen some new technologies emerge, but...
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Transdisciplinary Digital Art: Sound, Vision and the New Screen (Communications in Computer and Information Science)Springer, 2008
This volume collects selected papers from the past two instances of Digital Art Weeks (Zurich, Switzerland) and Interactive Futures (Victoria, BC, Canada), two parallel festivals of digital media art. The work represented in Transdisciplinary Digital Art is a confirmation of the vitality and breadth of the digital arts. Collecting essays that...
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Engineering Asset Management 2011: Proceedings of the Sixth World Congress on Engineering Asset Management (Lecture Notes in Mechanical Engineering)Springer, 2013

	This text represents state-of-the-art trends and developments in the emerging field of engineering asset management as presented at the Sixth World Congress on Engineering Asset Management (WCEAM) held in Cincinnati, OH, USA from October 3-5, 2011

	

	The Proceedings of the WCEAM 2011 is an excellent reference for practitioners,...
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